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Abstract— There has been considerable research on quantum dot
cellular automata (QCA) as a new computing scheme in the nano-scale
regimes. The basic logic element of this technology is majority voter. In
this paper, a detailed simulation-based characterizationof QCA defects
and study of their effects at logic-level are presented. Testing of these
devices at logic-level is investigated and compared with conventional
CMOS-based designs. Unique testing features of designs based on this
technology are presented and interesting properties have been identified.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The exponential scaling in feature sizes and the increase inprocessing
power have been successfully achieved by conventional lithography based
VLSI technology over the last few decades. However, this faces serious
challenges, due to the fundamental physical limits of CMOS technology
such as ultra-thin gate oxides, short channel effects, doping fluctuations
and the increasingly difficult and expensive lithography innano-scale
regimes.

There has been extensive research in recent years at nano scale to
supersede conventional CMOS technology. It is anticipatedthat these
technologies can achieve a density of1012 devices/cm2 and operate at
THZ frequencies.

One of the fundamental issues in the testing community is theradical
shift in computation and fabrication technology and its effect on the test
flow. Do test generation and design-for-test become even intractable?
Since the manufacturing process for nano devices is ill-defined, it is
extremely difficult to address manufacturing testing problems. However, it
would be inappropriate to ignore testing of these device till manufacturing
state.This paper tries to address this issue for one of the proposed trends
in nanometer era.

Among these new devices,quantum dot cellular automata(QCA) not
only gives a solution at nano scale, but also it offers a new method of
computation and information transformation [1]. In terms of feature size,
it is projected that a QCA cell of few nanometer size can be fabricated
through molecular implementation by a self-assembly process.

The unique feature of QCA based designs is that logic states are
not stored in voltage levels as in conventional electronics, but they are
represented by the position of individual electrons.

For QCA, the cells must be aligned precisely at nano scales toprovide
correct functionality, so proper testing of these devices for manufacturing
defects and misalignment plays a major role for quality of QCA based
circuits.

The basic logic element in this technology is the majority voter.
Since the basic logic elements of QCA-based designs are different from
conventional CMOS designs, they need different testing schemes.

One of the interesting features of this technology is that itis possible to
investigate some of the manufacturing issues (especially defects at nano
scale) by quantum-mechanics simulation of these devices.

In this paper, the defect characterization of these deviceshas been
extensively studied; effects of defects are investigated at logic-level .
Also, testing of QCA is compared with testing of conventional CMOS
implementations of these logic devices.

The approach proposed in this work is based on simulating different
manufacturing misalignments, investigating their effects at logic level and
identifying the test vectors for detection of all faults. Different fabrication

schemes of a majority voter at cell level are performed; these different
implementations are compared in terms of defect tolerance and testability.

As test sets generated based on the stuck-at fault model are quite
acceptable for testing conventional CMOS-based designs, this model
doesn’t capture behavior of most of prevalent defects in CMOS fabri-
cation process. So it is possible to investigate effectiveness of stuck-at
test sets for QCA defects even though QCA defect mechanisms cannot
be modeled by the stuck-at model. This is investigated in this paper.

Also, defect injection is exploited to study the behavior ofQCA-based
circuits in the presence of defects and to measure the effectiveness of
different test sets in detecting them.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a review of
QCA is presented. In Sec. III, testing of QCA-based design atlogic level
is discussed. In Sec. IV, the defect characterization of QCAis presented.
In Sec. V, test set, defect and fault coverage are discussed.Finally, Sec.
VI concludes the paper.

II. REVIEW

QCA is a novel nano device that stores logic states not as voltage levels
but rather based on the position of individual electrons. A quantum cell
can be viewed as a set of four charge containers or dots, positioned at
the corners of a square. The cell contains two extra mobile electrons
which can quantum mechanically tunnel between dots, but notcells. The
electrons are forced to the corner positions by Coulomb repulsion. The
two possible polarization states represent logic 0 and logic 1, as shown
in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. QCA cell polarization

Unlike conventional logic in which information is transferred from one
device to another by electrical current, QCA does so by Coulomb interac-
tion which connects the state of one cell to the state of its neighbors. This
results in a technology in which information transfer (interconnection)
is the same as information transformation (logic manipulation). Power
dissipation in QCA circuits is ultra low compared with conventional
CMOS circuits [12][13].

(b) Inverter(a) Majority Gate

Fig. 2. QCA devices

The basic logic gate in QCA is themajority voter. The majority
voter with logic functionMV (A, B, C) = AB + AC + BC, can be
realized by only 5 QCA cells (compared to a CMOS implementation
which requires 16 transistors), as shown in Fig. 2 . Logic ANDand logic
OR functions can be implemented from a majority voter by setting one
input permanently to 0 and 1, respectively.



(b) Inverter Chain

(a) Binary Wire

Fig. 3. Binary Wire

The binary wire (as interconnect) and the inverter are shownin Fig. 3.
Unlike conventional CMOS in which it is the simplest block, it consumes
considerable area in QCA. The ratio of the number of transistors for AND
to NOT in CMOS technology is 6/2, while the ratio of the numberof
cells in QCA technology is 5/12.

The concept of clocking for QCAs has been introduced in [14];this
consists of four clock zones. QCA memories based on recursive H
structures have been proposed in [18]. So sequential as wellas com-
binational designs can be realized using QCAs. Some designsbased on
QCA (including a carry look ahead adder, barrel shifter, microprocessors,
FPGA, and neural networks) have been proposed [4][5][6][7][8][9][10].

Currently, micro-sized QCA devices have been fabricated with metal
cells which operates at 50mk [12][1]. In [12], an experimental demonstra-
tion of a basic QCA cell is presented. The device under study is composed
of four metal dots, connected with tunnel junctions and capacitors. The
experiments confirmed that switching of a single electron inthe double
dot cell can control the position of a single electron in another double
dot cell. In [2], building of basic logic with these cells is demonstrated.
It is predicted that molecular scale (∼2nm) yields operation of QCA at
room-temperature. It is also stated in [9] that room-temperature operation
requires that QCA cells to be fabricated in the range of 1nm - 5nm size.
[9] proposes some possible realizations of molecular QCA. It describes
the progress toward making QCA molecules and working out surface
attachment chemistry compatible with QCA.

There has been a study of the fault tolerant properties of themajority
voter under some manufacturing misalignments [11][16][17]. Based on
this simulation-based study, a fault tolerant MV block has been proposed.
It has been shown that MV is more vulnerable to misalignment in the
vertical direction than in the horizontal direction. A misalignment (at
least equal to half a cell width in the vertical direction) causes the MV
to malfunction. This confirms that a complete test of designsbased on
MVs is extremely needed.

III. L OGIC-LEVEL TESTING

The overall structure of the QCA implementation of (combinational)
logic designs is shown in Fig. 4. The block consists of an interconnection
of majority voters and inverters. There are two system-level control lines,
U0 and U1, which are connected to majority voters.U0 is connected to
logic ”‘0”’ and sets some majority voters as the AND function, whereas
U1 is connected to logic ”‘1”’ and sets other majority voters asthe OR
function. A simple example is shown in Fig. 5. These control lines can
provide more controllability since these lines can be seen as extra input
lines during test time. This unique feature of QCA can be exploited to
achieve higher test coverage and quality.

Fig. 4. The QCA implementation of logic networks using majority voters
(implementing AND and OR) and Inverters

Since logic designs are implemented as a network of majorityvoters
and inverters (as the universal logic set) in QCA technology, it is
important to investigate the properties of these network, especially for
test execution.As shown through the following statements,these networks
have unique and interesting testing features which cannot be achieved in
conventional CMOS implementations.

Fig. 5. (a) a simple AND-OR logic (b) MV-based implementation

Consider a majority voter with input lines A, B, and C, and theoutput
line Z (Z = AB + AC + BC).

Property 1. Consider a majority voter with input values a, b, and c,
(for lines A, B, and C, respectively) and output z. If the all inputs are
flipped,abc → a′b′c′, the output will be also flipped,z → z′.

Note that this is not the case for other logic functions such as AND,
NOR, etc. For example, consider a three input AND gate with inputs 100
and output 0. If the inputs are flipped to 011, the output will remain 0.

Property 2. If there is inversion at any input and/or the output of the
majority voter, property 1 still holds.

Property 3. Consider a majority voter with input patternabc (for lines
A, B, and C, respectively). The stuck-at-v fault on any inputor output
line of the voter is detectable (fault effect appears at output line) byabc

if and only if the stuck-at-v′ fault on that line is detectable bya′b′c′.
Proof. Considerl stuck-at-v fault. If l is an input line, consider thel

is A, without loss of generality. The fault is detected if andonly if the
value ofa is v′ and the other inputs,b andc, have opposite values. As a
result,a′ is v and b′ and c′, have opposite values. Hence,a′b′c′ detects
the l stuck-at-v′ .

Again, this property doesn’t hold for other logic functions. As an
example, consider an AND gate with test vector 11 which detects stuck-
at-0 at the top input (and the bottom input too). The complement of this
vector, 00, doesn’t detect any single stuck-at-1 on the inputs.

Property 4. If there are some inversions at any inputs and/or the output
of the majority voter, property 3 still holds.

The interesting property of majority voters is that the above properties
hold for any arbitrary network of majority voters (including inverters).

Property 5. Consider an arbitrary network of majority voters (and
inverters) with primary input vector V. If all bits of V are flipped,V → V ′,
all nodes in the network will be flipped.

Proof. The proof is based on induction on the level (distance) of each
majority voter in the network from the primary inputs, by forming a
topological order of the majority voters in the network. Thestep of
induction is property 2.

Property 6. Consider an arbitrary network of majority voters (and
inverters) with primary input vectorV . For any noden in the network,
n stuck-at-u is detected byV , if and only ifn stuck-at-u′ is detected by
V ′.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of property 5. The step of
induction is property 4.

Property 5 and 6 are very interesting and proved unique features of
a network of MVs (and inverters). Based on property 5, the test vector
pair (V, V ′), whereV is any arbitrary vector, causes a transition on all
nodes of the network. Also, the three vectors(V, V ′, V ) cause both fall
and rise transitions on all nodes in the network. Hence, a 100% toggle
fault coverage test set is applicable.

Based on property 6, the fault list for any network of majority voters
(and inverters) can be divided into two parts: just one faultper each node,
because if a vectorV detects one stuck-at fault on that node,V ′ will
detect the other stuck-at fault on that node. As a corollary,this feature
can be exploited to reduce the size of the fault list, and hence ATPG
execution, for the control inputs (to be generated by ATPG) into half.



To generate tests for stuck-at faults in a network of MVs and inverters,
conventional (combinational) ATPG tools can be exploited.The network
of MVs and inverters is first transformed into a hierarchicalgate-level
netlist. Each MV is replaced by a hierarchical cell implementing the
majority function. We only consider pin faults on the inputsof these
hierarchical cells which correspond to the inputs of MVs. Asexplained
above, only half of the pin faults must be considered for the test
generation.

IV. D EFECTCHARACTERIZATION

In this section, the robustness of QCA Majority Gates and Binary
Wires, as well as some QCA circuits is investigated. The basic function-
ality of a QCA device is based on the Coulombic interaction among
neighboring QCA cells (depending on the accuracy and geometry of
its implementation). Various configurations of QCA deviceshave been
studied using the QCADesigner1 v1.20 simulation tool. For accuracy,
the bistable model is employed. This is a quantum mechanicalengine
using the Jacobi algorithm to calculate the eigenvalues/vectors of the
Hamiltonian matrix.

A. Defect and Failure Modes

To perform a defect characterization of QCA devices and circuits
and study their effects at logic-level, appropriate defectmechanisms and
modes must be considered which 1) can be simulated using the available
simulation tool 2)be realistic for manufacturing and fabrication defects.

A cell displacementis a defect in which the defective cell is misplaced
from its original direction. Several cell displacement defects are shown
in Fig. 6. In acell misalignmentdefect, the direction of the defective cell
is misplaced. Some examples of cell misalignments are shownin Fig.7.
In a cell omissiondefect, a particular cell is missing as compared to the
original (defect-free) arrangement.

In this work, the following defects are considered and simulated for
QCA devices: all possible combinations of displacement of cells with
respect to the central cell for different distances, misalignment of cells in
different directions, and rotation. For QCA circuits, cellomission defects
are also simulated.

B. Majority Voter Defect Analysis

Consider a defect free majority voter has dot size5nm, cell size
20nm × 20nm, cell distance5nm, as shown in Fig. 6(1).

Different defects in the majority voter, including cell displacement
and misalignment have been considered and simulated. The results for
cell displacement and misalignment are shown in Table I and Table II,
respectively. Only faulty entries are shown in the tables, in the form of
(fault-free/faulty) values.

The data shows that in most cases the horizontal input cell (i.e. cell
B) is dominant; this cell seems to have a bigger impact on the center cell
than A and C. For misalignment, any single cell misalignmentgreater
or equal to half a cell causes malfunction (fault at logic-level). In some
cases the fault margin is smaller.

C. Rotated Majority Voter Defect Analysis

The simulation results show that the majority voter is robust with
respect to rotation of all input and output cells around the center
cell, i.e. the logic-level behavior of rotated majority voter is the same
as the original one. Based on this observation, some simulations are
performed to investigate the robustness of simple majorityvoters when
rotated (RMG). The basic functionality of majority voters is based on
the Coulombic interaction among four neighboring QCA cells, strongly
depending on the precision and geometry of its implementation. We focus
on validating different configurations of a majority voter in a 45o rotation,
as shown in Fig. 8.

The simulation results show that the rotated majority voterfunctions
normally except when the following moves occur:

1QCADesigner is the product of an ongoing collaboration between the
University of Calgary ATIPS Laboratory and the University of Notre Dame.

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR DISPLACEMENT IN MAJORITY VOTER

displace cell A: fig 6(2)
d ≤ 15nm Normal Operation d ≥ 20nm, F=B

displace cell B: fig 6(3)
d ≤ 40nm Normal Operation d ≥ 45nm

A B C F
001 Z(no polarization)
011 Z(no polarization)
100 Z(no polarization)
110 Z(no polarization)

displace all input/output cells: fig 6(4)
d ≤ 10 or 30 ≤ d ≤ 40nm 15 ≤ d ≤ 25nm

Normal Operation A B C F
d ≥ 45nm 010 0/1

F=Z(no polarization) 101 1/0

displace all input cells: fig 6(5)
d ≤ 15 or d = 40nm 20 ≤ d ≤ 25 or d = 35nm

Normal Operation A B C F
010 0/1
101 1/0

d = 30nm d ≥ 45nm
A B C F F=Z(no polarization)

000 0/1
010 0/1
101 1/0
111 1/0

displace cells A and B: fig 6(6)
d ≤ 5nm Normal Operation d ≥ 10nm, F=C
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TABLE II
RESULTS FOR MISALIGNMENT IN MAJORITY VOTER

move A towards west: fig 7(1)
d ≤ 5nm Normal Operation d ≥ 10nm, F=B

move A towards east: fig 7(2)
5 ≤ d ≤ 15nm d = 20 or d = 30nm

A B C F Normal Operation
001 0/1
010 0/1 d = 25nm
101 1/0 F=A
110 1/0

move C towards west: fig 7(3)
d ≤ 5nm d ≥ 10nm

Normal Operation F=B

move C towards east: fig 7(4)
5 ≤ d ≤ 15nm d = 20 or d = 30nm

A B C F Normal Operation
010 0/1
011 1/0 d = 25nm
100 0/1 F=C
101 1/0

move A,C towards west: fig 7(5)
d ≥ 5nm F=B

move A,C towards east: fig 7(6)
d = 5, 20, d ≥ 30nm 10nm ≤ d ≤ 15nm

F=B A B C F
d = 25nm 000 0/1

Normal Operation 010 0/1
101 1/0
111 1/0

move B towards south/north: fig 7(7)
d ≤ 5nm d ≥ 45nm

Normal Operation A B C F
001 0/1
011 1/0
100 0/1
110 1/0

• A input north, with dA≥ 10nm for ABC = 001, 110 (output follows
C input). A similar output appears when moving A to northeastwith
dB≥ 10

√
2nm.

• B input north, with dB≥ 40nm. The output is unknown (unpolar-
ized) for ABC= 001, 011, 100, 110. A similar output appears when
moving B to the northwest with dB≥ 30

√
2nm.

• C input south, with dC≥ 15nm for ABC = 011, 100 (output follows
A input). A similar output appears when moving C to the southwest
with dC≥ 10

√
2nm.

• A, B, C or A, B, C, F away for d≥ 30
√

2nm. The output is unknown
(Z) for all input combination with such a distance.

• A and B inputs away with d≥ 10
√

2nm for ABC = 001, 110 (the
output follows the C input).

• A and C inputs away with d≥ 10
√

2nm for ABC = 010, 101 (the
output follows the B input).

• B and C inputs away with d≥ 10
√

2nm for ABC = 011, 100 (the
output follows the A input).

Cell misalignment defects for rotated majority voterhave also been con-
sidered. Two of these misalignment examples (for B input) are illustrated
in Fig. 8. The following shows the results for these misalignments:

• Shifting input A west (half/full cell size), leads the output F to
follow input A, while shifting A east effects the output suchthat it
follows the input C values.

• The majority voter functions normally when input B is shifted west
for half or full cell size. However, the output becomes unknown for
inputs ABC= 001, 011, 100, 110 when dB≥ 40nm.

• The output follows input B when B is shifted east for half or full
cell size.

• A similar trend is seen when input C is shifted to west or east:
output follows A when C is shifted west, and it follows C when C
is shifted east.
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Fig. 8. Rotated Majority Voter: Fault-free, with displacement or misalign-
ment.

1) OMG and RMG comparison:The results for different configura-
tions of the Original majority voter and the Rotated majority voter are
illustrated and compared in Table III.The majority voter iscompletely
robust with respect to rotation of all inputs and output cells around the
central cell. This gives a significant degree of freedom for synthesizing
designs based on QCA as rotated majority voter can be used as the
original majority voter block. However, the original blockis more
dependent on the middle input (B) than the other inputs (A andC), both
in terms of displacement and misalignment. In the rotated version, this
dependency can be completely changed based on the degree of rotation.
An overall comparison in the table asserts that the rotated majority
voter is more fault-tolerant than the original majority voter. Note that
only half and full misalignmnets are considered.

TABLE III
ORIGINAL MAJORITY VOTER VS. ROTATED MAJORITY VOTER

Config. Faults OMV RMV
A move distance d≥ 20nm d≥ 10(N) or

10
√

2nm (NE)
# of faults 2 2

B move distance d≥ 45nm d≥ 40(W) or
30

√
2nm (NW)

# of faults 4 4
C move distance d≥ 20nm d≥ 10(S) or

10
√

2nm (SW)
# of faults 2 2

ABC move distance 20 ≤d≤ 35 d≥ 30
√

2nm
or d≥ 45nm

# of faults 2/4/8 8
ABCF move distance 15 ≤d≤ 25 d≥ 30

√
2nm

or d≥ 45nm
# of faults 2/8 8

AB move distance d≥ 7.5nm d≥ 10
√

2nm
# of faults 2 2

AC move distance d≥ 7.5nm d≥ 10
√

2nm
# of faults 2 2

Z move distance d≥ 45nm d≥ 30
√

2nm
# of faults 8 8

A/C
misalignment # of faults 4 4
B misalign. # of faults 4 0

West
B misalign. # of faults 4 2

East



D. Binary Wires and Inverter Chains
The effect of cell displacement defects on two parallel binary wires as

well as two parallel inverter chains have been investigated.
1) Double Binary Wire:Two defect-free binary wires are shown in

Figure 9(a);these wires are denoted as the upper wire (i1 to o1) and
the lower wire (i2 to o2). The cells used in this simulation have size
20nm × 20nm, the dot diameter is5nm. In the defect-free case, the
cells in the same wire are separated by15nm. The distance between the
wires is60nm.

The displacement defects are simulated by moving one or two cells in
the lower wire towards the upper wire, by a displacementd, as shown in
Figure 9(b).

The simulation results are shown in Table IV. These results show that
in most cases the lower wire is dominated by the upper wire.o1 ando2
are either equal toi1 or i1, depending on which cell(s) are displaced and
the value of the displacement,d. In most cases the upper wire functions
normally, i.e.i1 = o1. However, it can be observed that in some cases
the upper wire behaves as an inverter. Clearly, unlike CMOS designs, the
coupling defects at QCA device-level do not behave aswired bridging
fault model. However, these defects manifest themselves as a dominant
model at logic level, in which the output of a wire is determined by the
value of the coupled wire.

d
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cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell 4

d
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cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell 4
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cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell 4
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(1) Faultfree Double Wire

Fig. 9. Displacment in Binary Double Wire

2) Double Inverter Chains:The double inverter chain is shown in
Figure 10(a). The cells used in this simulation have size20nm× 20nm,
the dot diameter is5nm. In the fault free case, each cell in the same wire
is separated by15nm, the distance between the wires is60nm (the same
as the simulation for the double binary wires). The simulation results for
moving one of the cells in the bottom wire towards the upper wire, with
displacementd, (as shown in Figure 10(b)) are presented in Table V. It
can be concluded that the displacement defects behave as according to the
dominating bridging faultmodel at logic level. Moreover, by comparing
the these results with those for binary wires, binary wires are more defect
tolerant than the inverter chains in the case of displacement coupling
defects.
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Fig. 10. Displacment in Double Inverter Chains

E. Defects and Faults in a Full-Adder

A QCA implementation of a full adder using three majority voters
and two inverters is shown in Fig.11. The corresponding QCA layout is
shown in Fig.12 which contains 145 cells. The cells are 18nm× 18nm
with dot size of 5nm. 40 different single cell omission defects have been
simulated in this circuit.

TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR DOUBLE BINARY WIRE

moving cell1 OR cell2
d ≤ 40nm d = 45 − 50nm d ≥ 55nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = Z

moving cell3 OR cell4
d ≤ 35nm d = 40 − 50nm d ≥ 55nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = Z

moving cell1 AND cell2
d ≤ 35nm d = 40 − 50nm d ≥ 55nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = Z

moving cell1 AND cell3
d ≤ 35nm d = 40 − 50nm d = 45nm d ≥ 55nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1 o1 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = i1 o2 = Z

moving cell1 AND cell4; OR moving cell 2 AND cell 3;
OR moving cell3 AND cell4

d ≤ 35nm d = 40 − 50nm d ≥ 55nm
Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1

o2 = i1 o2 = Z

moving cell2 AND cell4
d ≤ 15nm d = 20 − 25nm d = 30 − 35nm d = 50nm

d = 40 − 45nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1 o1 = i1, o2 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = i1 o2 = i1

d ≥ 55nm
o1 = i1
o2 = Z

TABLE V
RESULTS FOR DOUBLE INVERTER CHAINS

fault free
o1 = i1; o2 = i2

moving cell1 OR cell2 OR cell3
d ≤ 35nm d = 40nm − 50nm d ≥ 55nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = Z

moving cell4
d ≤ 30nm d = 35nm − 50nm d ≥ 55nm

Normal o1 = i1 o1 = i1
o2 = i1 o2 = Z

1) Defects in Wires and Inverter Chain:Removing a single cell
from a binary wire doesn’t affect its functionality at logic-level although it
may result in some delay faults. However, a single cell omission in a wire
implemented as an inverter chain results in an unwanted complementation
at the output of the chain.

Those binary wires which change direction in the layout (e.g. L shape)
are very sensitive to the defects on the corner cells. Cell omission defect
at the corner cell is equivalent to unwanted complementation fault at
logic-level.

2) Defects in Wire Crossing:In QCA implementation, two different
wires (horizontal and vertical) can cross each other in the same layer
(co-planar wire crossing). In this case, one of them is implemented as a
binary wire, while the other one is implemented as an inverter chain (i.e.
the cells in the other wire are rotated). In the fault-free case, the wires
are unaffected by each other and can carry different signal values.

However, this structure is very vulnerable to cell omissiondefects
at or near to the crossing point. The cell omission defect at the cross
point results in an unwanted complementation on the inverter chain and
the binary wire isdominatedby the faulty value of the inverter chain
(dominating bridging fault). Cell omission defects for thecells adjacent
to the crossing point have similar effects, i.e. the value ofthe binary wire
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Fig. 12. one-bit QCA full adder layout

is dominated by the faulty value of the inverter chain.
3) Defects in the Majority Voter:The results of defects in a majority

voter of the full-adder is consistent with the defect characterization results
for a single majority voter: the horizontal input has more impact on the
output than the vertical inputs. Cell omission defect on thehorizontal
input cell doesn’t affect the functionality. However, a cell omission defect
on any of vertical inputs causes the output to be dominated only by the
horizontal input, i.e. the output is shorted to the horizontal input.

The cell omission defect on the center cell of a majority voter with
vertical input valuesa andb, and horizontal inputc changes the function
to be the majority ofa′, b′, andc. This can be interpreted as unwanted
complementation faults on both vertical inputs.

V. TEST SETS COVERAGE AND FAULT MODEL

The effectiveness of different stuck-at test sets have beenevaluated for
the simulated defects on a single majority voter. The following are the
main results of this evaluation:

• In all simulations,super exhaustiveinput patterns (i.e. all possible
input transitions) are used. Our data show that there is no sequence
dependent behavior at logic level; i.e. none of the manufacturing
misalignments introduce a state dependency at logic level.

• Except for a single case (i.e. the displacement of all inputsand
output cells) faults are detected using a subset of some 100%stuck-
at fault test sets. Note that not all of these 100% stuck-at test sets
are equal.

• A particular 100% 2-detect stuck-at test set (each fault is detected
by two vectors) can detect all manufacturing defects, except for one
case, i.e. the simultaneous displacement of the top and leftinputs.

• Moreover, a particular 100% single stuck-at test set
(001,010,011,101) can detect all simulated defects.

The results for the full-adder circuit shows that none of thedefects
behave as stuck-at faults at logic-level. However, cell omission defects
in wires implemented as inverter chains mainly result inunwanted
complementationfaults in which at extra inverter is present in the faulty
wire. Cell omission defects at corner cells in the binary wires also behave
this way.

We also considered stuck-at test sets for the full-adder (Fig.11)
and computed the corresponding defect coverage with respect to
cell omission defects. Note that for a full-adder, any two vectors
{(a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′)} will result in 100% PIN stuck-at fault coverage.
For example,{(010), (101)} is a 100% PIN stuck-at coverage. How-
ever, this test set can detect only 17 out of 28 cell omission defects

(Note that 12 of 40 simulated cell omission defects do not affect its
functionality). By considering all internal nodes (n1 to n17 in Fig.11),
{000, 001, 011, 100, 101} is a 100% single stuck-at test set. This test set
can detect all40−12 = 28 detectable defects. This shows that the specific
QCA implementation must be considered for test generation to achieve
a high defect coverage.

VI. CONCLUSION

Quantum dots cellular automata (QCA) are novel devices which are
promising in the era of nano scale computing. In this paper, testing of
QCA based designs has been investigated. A detailed defect characteri-
zation for QCA basic logic devices and some representative circuits has
been presented. As shown in this paper, the coupling mechanisms and
behavior of defects at logic-level (i.e. faults) are not similar to those
in a conventional CMOS fabrication process. For example, anUnwanted
complementationfault at logic-level has been observed for a considerable
number of cases ofcell omissiondefects. Hence, appropriate fault models
for QCA must be developed and used for test generation.

The effectiveness of different stuck-at test sets in detecting QCA
defects has been studied. Our results show that to achieve high defect
coverage, the specific QCA implementations of each functionmust be
considered for test generation. Some interesting and unique properties
of QCA implementation of logic networks have been investigated. As
shown in this paper, a network of majority voters (and inverters) has
unique testing properties: Any(V, V ′, V ) test set achieves 100% toggle
fault coverage. AndV detectsn stuck-at-u if and only if V ′ detectsn
stuck-at-u′ .
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